Hole antidoping of oxides
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In standard doping, adding charge carrier to a compound results in a shift of the Fermi level towards the conduction band for electron doping and towards the valence band for hole doping. We discuss the curious case of antidoping, where the direction of band movements in response to doping is reversed. Specifically, $p$-type antidoping moves the previously occupied bands to the principal conduction band resulting in an increase of band gap energy and reduction of electronic conductivity. We find that this is a generic behavior for a class of materials: early transition and rare-earth metal (e.g., Ti, Ce) oxides where the sum of composition-weighed formal oxidation states is positive; such compounds tend to form the well-known electron-trapped intermediate bands localized on the reduced cation orbitals. What is less known is that doping by a hole annihilates a single trapped electron on a cation. The latter thus becomes electronically inequivalent with respect to the normal cation in the undoped lattice, thus representing a symmetry-breaking effect. We give specific theoretical predictions for target compounds where hole antidoping might be observed experimentally: Magnéli-like phases (i.e., CeO$_2$-$x$ and TiO$_2$-$x$) and ternary compounds (i.e., Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$), and note that this unique behavior opens the possibility of unconventional control of materials conductivity by doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unreactive vs reactive doping. Doping—the release of free carriers in response to chemical substitution—is widely used to convert insulators to metals, thereby instilling conductivity [1,2] to the benefit of designing carrier-transport devices. Doping is particularly useful when it is unreactive, i.e., when it just rigidly shifts the Fermi level ($E_F$) within the doped energy band, which otherwise remains unmodified. In contrast, perturbative or reactive doping can involve crystal structural changes (as in the formation of ordered vacancy compounds [3,4] or phase transition upon doping [5,6]), creating doping-induced gap levels (as in Mott insulators [7]), or the formation of Anderson localized bands due to doping-induced disorder [8] all potentially defeating ideal doping action.

Antidoping as a form of reactive doping. An interesting and different example of highly perturbative doping referred to as “antidoping” was recently noted experimentally [9–13] and theoretically [14,15]. For instance, as illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), electron antidoping shifts the doped band into the principal valence band, instead of the common case of extra electrons shifting $E_F$ towards the conduction band. The electron antidoping was characterized theoretically for Li$_x$FeSiO$_4$ [14], Li$_x$IrO$_3$ [14], and SmNiO$_3$ [9,10,12–15], where in the first two cases electron antidoping was enabled by Li insertion (lithiation) in these battery systems. Experimental observations also include H/Li doping of SmNiO$_3$ [9,10] and oxygen vacancy doping of SrCoO$_3$ [11]. Such doping [Fig. 1(b)] increases the band gap and thus reduces the conductivity. This paper discusses electron antidoping [14] (Sec. II) as a conceptual introduction, giving a new case of YNiO$_3$, exhibiting band gap opening upon $n$-type doping. We then introduce hole antidoping of oxides (Sec. III) explaining the pertinent design principles (Sec. IV) and give specific theoretical predictions (Secs. V–VII) for target compounds where hole antidoping might be observed experimentally. For both electron and hole antidoping, we provide experimentally detectable fingerprints that could aid the identification of this novel form of reactive doping.

II. ELECTRON ($n$-TYPE) ANTIDOPING OF INTERMEDIATE BANDS THAT CONTAIN TRAPPED LIGAND HOLES

Design principles. The type of compounds that can sustain electron antidoping are materials that have in their undoped band structures unoccupied intermediate bands (IBs) containing trapped holes [Fig. 1(a)]. These states can be formed due to anion orbitals that have a less negative formal oxidation state (FOS) than the common FOS of that anion (such as O$^{2-}$ instead of the common O$^{2-}$, i.e., oxidized anion [16]). The “ligand hole” [7,17] states came into prominence in the context of superconducting compounds where the conduction bands (normally composed of cation orbitals) were found in some cases to be composed of oxidized anion orbitals [18,19] as seen in some bismuthates (i.e., SrBiO$_3$ and BaBiO$_3$), cuprates (NaCuO$_2$), and rare-earth ($R$) nickelate compounds, RNiO$_3$. In some such systems, however, the ligand hole states are a part of an extended conduction band, being spatially delocalized. In contrast, electron antidoping occurs in those compounds where the “ligand hole” bands are isolated in the principal band gap region (i.e., not connected by dispersion to the other bands), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) showing an “empty, $h$-trapped intermediate CB”. These $h$-trapped IBs are not defect- or surface-related states, but are proper Bloch-periodic
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of [(a) and (b)] n-type and [(c) and (d)] p-type antidoping. n-type antidoping occurs when adding electrons to unoccupied $h$-trapped in-gap states moves those bands into the principal valence band, resulting in band gap opening. p-type antidoping occurs when adding holes to the occupied $e$-trapped in-gap states moves the latter bands to the principal conduction band, resulting in band gap opening. The energy of the highest occupied state ($E_{\text{HO}}$) is shown as a dashed line. The doping induced shift of the intermediate band in (b) and (d) is demonstrated as a progression of in-gap state of reduced intensity. Blue and white regions represent occupied and unoccupied states, respectively. Compounds illustrating these effects are shown in the insets.

eigenstates of the pure host Hamiltonian obtained in band structure calculations, e.g., in Li$_x$FeSiO$_4$ [14], Li$_x$IrO$_3$ [14], and SmNiO$_3$ [9,10,12–15]. Intermediate bands containing trapped holes are also not necessarily related to any special correlation effect, but exist even in main group s-p compounds such as Mg deficient MgO [14], and are obtainable from routine density functional theory (DFT) calculations featuring exchange-correlation (XC) functionals that are reasonably self-interaction free. While intermediate bands were discussed previously experimentally [20] and theoretically [21–25], here, we focus on the unexplored aspect of doping such intermediate bands. We have previously found that electron antidoping of pristine systems featuring isolated, trapped hole bands leads to the recombination of the resident, trapped hole with the doping electron [14]. This diminishes the intensity of the IB, shifting its intensity to the principal valence band [see the progression of the IB in Fig. 1(b)] while creating a spontaneously broken symmetry state.

Prediction and experimental verification of electron antidoping. To test electron antidoping experimentally, one must first identify a system that has the $h$-trapped IB, as done here or in Ref. [14], and then dope it $n$-type. $n$-type doping of metal oxides can often be done by chemical substitution (e.g., La on Sr [26]), or adding interstitial $n$-type dopants (e.g., Li or H [10,15]), or by the creation of intrinsic donors such as oxygen vacancy [11,13], or facilitating antisite defects of high valent on lower valent cation, as has been demonstrated for a range of systems [27]. To verify electron antidoping once a compound is found one can (i) monitor the decrease in intensity of $h$-trapped IBs (e.g., via x-ray absorption spectroscopy or resonant inelastic x-ray scattering) and/or (ii) increase of band gap energy and resistivity as the function of $n$-type doping.

A new electron antidoping compound: YNiO$_3$. Using the inverse-design principles for the search of compounds exhibiting electron antidoping [14], one can extend the set of compounds that satisfy the theoretically required conditions of existence empty, $h$-trapped IBs, capable therefore of electron antidoping. For instance, we find here that YNiO$_3$ has an $h$-trapped IB satisfying the electron antidoping principles described in Fig. 1(a). Specifically, according to PBEsol+$U$ calculations (see details on methods in Sec. IV), YNiO$_3$ is S-type antiferromagnetic [28] with a DFT band gap energy of 0.59 eV [Fig. 2(a)]. In the undoped case, the system has two $h$-trapped IBs made of by Ni-d orbitals with a partial contribution of O-$p$ states. When doped by 0.5e/Ni, the population of $h$-trapped IB decreases but no band gap opening is observed. Finally, for 1e/Ni, band gap opening is observed—the band gap increases from 0.59 to 1.89 eV. The changes in the electronic structure are also reflected in the evolution of partial charge density corresponding to the $h$-trapped IB. Specifically, we observe that the IB in the undoped system has charge localization on both Ni and O ligand states [Fig. 2(b)]. Upon the doping by 1e/Ni [Fig. 2(c)], the electronically different Ni atoms become alike to each other, and no ligand holes are
FIG. 2. YNiO$_3$ as a new electron antidoping compound. (a) Density of states for YNiO$_3$ for different electron concentrations computed using PBEsol+$U$ with $U$ value of 2 eV for Ni-$d$ states. The wave function squared of the intermediate state computed over full Brillouin zone is shown in yellow for (b) undoped and (c) 1e/Ni-doped case. Doping by 0.5e/Ni shifts the part of the $h$-trapped intermediate band into the principal valence band. The band gap opening is observed upon doping by 1e/Ni. The band gap of the system (shown in silver) ranges from the valence band to the lowest energy unoccupied level.

III. HOLE (p-TYPE) ANTIDOPING OF INTERMEDIATE BANDS THAT CONTAIN TRAPPED ELECTRONS ON THE METAL SUBLATTICE

Curiously, despite available data on electron antidoping [9–15], missing thus far from the science of quantum materials is the case of “hole antidoping” [envisioned in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] related to the existence in an undoped host crystal of an isolated, occupied, intermediate valence band, associated with trapped electrons which, upon p-type doping shifts into the principal conduction band (in contrast to the usual case of shifting the doped state into the valence band upon p-type doping). Herein, we search for potential realizations of compounds that could manifest hole antidoping by following the design principles that reflect our physical understanding of the underlying effect.

Design principles. We look for thermodynamically realizable pristine solids (say, with formation energies within less than 15 meV/atom above the convex hull) where the undoped intermediate bands are proper Bloch-periodic eigenstates of the defect- and surface-free compounds and have the following properties: (i) occupied IB, (ii) this IB contains trapped electrons ($e$-IB), i.e., made of cation orbitals with less positive FOS than the usual. This requires cations that can sustain multiple valences, for instance, Ce$^{3+}$/Ce$^{4+}$ or Ti$^{3+}$/Ti$^{4+}$.

(iii) The IB is separated energetically from the principal bands. Indeed, $e$-IBs are generally composed of reduced cation orbitals and can thus be thought of as being split-off the principal cation-based conduction band. Since generally the energy separation between localized cation state (such as electron-trapped band) and the delocalized cation conduction band is expected to decrease with increasing atomic number in the periodic table column, herein, we focus on early transition metal and rare-earth (e.g., Ti, Ce) oxides. One should note, however, that the selection of materials used in this work does not exclude the possibility for other compounds to satisfy the design principles described in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

We demonstrate that for a range of materials meeting criteria (i)−(iii), for example, the Magnéli-like phases (i.e., CeO$_2$-$x$ and TiO$_2$-$x$) and ternary compounds (i.e., Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$), hole antidoping is robust. Notably, for all considered systems, one hole oxidizes one reduced cation, and hence the band gap opening is only observed when all reduced cations are fully oxidized. This process leads to symmetry breaking, in the sense that electronically equivalent cation sublattices in the undoped compound become electronically distinct after partial hole antidoping. This is the case when doping by a hole annihilates a trapped electron on just a single cation, making this cation now distinct from the other cations.

Prediction and experimental verification of hole antidoping. We distinguish (a) a priori conditions for compounds likely to show hole antidoping from (b) a posteriori experimental
fingerprints indicating that hole antidoping occurs. For (a), we note the inverse-design principles above. For (b), we list experimental hallmarks of hole antidoping as (i) decrease of intensity of e-IB usually on the cation sublattice as a function of p-type doping which can be observed by photoemission spectroscopy; (ii) increase of resistivity and band gap as a function of p-type doping. From a fundamental perspective, the demonstrated results complement the textbook understanding of doping physics/chemistry, providing the inverse-design principles for developing a new class of materials able to accommodate a large concentration of excessive holes. From an applied point of view, the identification of antidoping could (i) direct future experiments towards studying such exotic doping and (ii) opens the possibility for unconventional control of their electronic properties upon p-type doping.

IV. METHODOLOGY

First-principles calculations. For all systems, the spin-polarized calculations are carried out by the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [29–31]. The main calculations are performed using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [32] with U correction as implemented by Dudarev et al. [33] and 4.5 eV U value for both Ce-f and Ti-d states. For electron antidoping, we utilize PBEsol [34] functional with U value of 2 eV applied for Ni-d states, which was suggested by Zunger et al. [28] to describe the band gap opening in YNiO3. The used U values are consistent with the available literature [25,28,35,36]. We, however, would like to note that the subject of this paper is on antidoping and not on identifying the U values for specific compounds. The antiferromagnetic magnetic ordering is only considered for compounds containing less than nine metal atoms per primitive cell unless specified. For the selected systems, we also apply revised Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) functional [37] calculations to ensure that the results are not affected by the selected methods. Atomic relaxations are carried out only at DFT+U level until the internal forces are smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The computed results are analyzed using Vesta [38] and pymatgen [39].

Doping calculations. Computationally, nonchemical electron/hole doping is simulated by initially placing the Fermi level at the energetic position that would produce the target doping level, and then nudging the atomic positions as well as charge density so that subsequent atomic force minimization and charge self-consistency lead to a new equilibrium structure. Specifically, for Ce2O3, the calculations are performed by doping of both primitive and 3 × 3 × 2 supercell sizes. For Ce11O20, TiO2,4, Ba2 Ti5O13, and Ba2 Ti12O27 polymorphs, the data are presented for primitive cells, but we also ensured that antidoping can be observed for the supercell systems. For electron doping of YNiO3, the calculations are performed for systems ranging from 20- to 80- atom supercell depending on magnetic order. The doping is made for each considered magnetic order; the results are demonstrated for the lowest energy system observed after the doping. One should note that nonchemical doping used in this work has one fundamental difference compared to the chemical doping: the latter involves automatic (chemical) local symmetry breaking (even at low concentration), whereas for nonchemical doping symmetry breaking becomes an option only subsequent to relaxation and self-consistent optimization of the charge density. Despite this, using nonchemical doping allows capturing the main trends for antidoping behavior, as has been illustrated in the example of SmNiO3 [15].

p-type dopability of oxides. Demonstration of hole antidoping requires realization of p-type doping, which is generally possible [2,40] when the highest occupied band of a compound is close to vacuum level so that the doped holes do not instigate spontaneous formation of hole killers (such as anion vacancies). It turns out that e-IB compounds are ideal candidates for p-type doping satisfying the above doping principle. Specifically, it has been shown that known e-IB compounds (GaTiO3, YTiO3, and LaTiO3) have the highest occupied level closer to vacuum level than the systems which do not have e-IBs [41]. Moreover, the compounds have been successfully doped p-type as has been demonstrated in GaTiO3: Sr [42], YTiO3: Ca [43], and LaTiO3: Sr [44] systems. In addition to the aforementioned chemical doping, one can consider nonchemical doping, e.g., via gating.

Search of candidate compounds for hole antidoping: solids with isolated, occupied, intermediate valence band associated with trapped electrons. Figure 3(a) shows a typical density of states of a metal having EF in its conduction band and an
internal gap. We refer to this configuration as a “degenerate gapped metal” [3,45]. This can be stable, i.e., it can be real metal as in, e.g., SrVO₃ [46] and Ca₆Al₁₋₁O₁₆ [47] or it can be a “false metal” when the energy lost by creating an occupied band inside the primary gap is less than the energy gained by conduction band electrons decaying into that IB. Use of an XC functional that has good cancellation of self-interaction error (i.e., a “strong functional” with nearly linear total energy versus occupation) manifests relatively compact orbitals that can spontaneously convert the false metal of Fig. 3(a) to a real insulator of Fig. 3(b). On the other hand, the most widely applied XC functional—PBE—(e.g., the one used in Materials Project [48], QMMD [49], and AFLOW [50] open-access materials databases) has a significant “delocalization error,” i.e., it tends to overly delocalize states, and the total energy bows down significantly with occupation number [23], thus representing a “soft functional”. Such functional is generally not able to stabilize e-IB predicting a false metal. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) for LiTi₂O₄ calculated using the PBE functional, which gives a false metal, whereas utilization of harder functionals [PBE+U, HSE, see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] results in an insulator. In fact, more advanced XC functional that can sustain spatially compact orbitals can lower the total energy by expelling an occupied intermediate band to lower energies, inside the fundamental band gap area, breaking symmetry relative to the empty principal conduction band, thus leading to an insulator [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. For instance, in the case of LiTi₂O₄, the charge density localization results in spontaneous lowering space group (SG) symmetry from SG = 227 (for PBE) to SG = 15 (for PBE+U and HSE).

We build on this systematic PBE error to identify candidate hole antidoping compounds. To identify insulator compounds whose band structures contain e-IBs, we first inspect potential cases of degenerate gapped metals available in Materials Project [48]. Here, we look for band structures of compounds with an odd number of electron/formula unit, that place $E_F$ inside the principal conduction band, making them metals with internal gaps below $E_F$ obtained with soft XC functionals (e.g., PBE). To find such degenerate gapped metals in the database, we seek compounds where the sum of composition-weighted FOS is larger than 0. For example, Ce in CeO₂ has the normal FOS of Ce⁴⁺. In Ce₂O₃, assuming this conventional Ce⁵⁺ FOS, the weighted sum of FOS is positive +2. Similarly, Ti in TiO₂ has the conventional FOS of +4, while LiTi₂O₄ has the weighted FOS sum of positive +1. We understand that the FOS does not describe the physical reality of how charge density is distributed around metal sites, simply because a change of charge on a metal site is generally counteracted by opposing changes in the ligands (the “self-regulating response”) [51]. We use the FOS strictly as a bookkeeping entity without assigning any physical significance to the charge distribution that they imply. Indeed, in hybridized systems, the physical charge density around metal sites with different FOS is similar to one another [52] as also demonstrated below.

Next, we test which of the found degenerate gapped metals are the false metals, i.e., upon using a stronger XC functional they become true insulators with the split-off state being e-IBs localized on reduced cations. This is done by utilizing harder XC functional and analyzing the nature of ins-gap states. As an illustration, HSE and PBE+U calculations applied for LiTi₂O₄ result in band gap opening [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)] and electron localization (yellow contours) on part of Ti sublattice as depicted in Fig. 4(d). This more proper treatment of LiTi₂O₄ shows an intermediate band in the gap area, resembling an impurity state, except that this band is a strict Bloch periodic state of the perfect host crystal. From the FOS perspective, the symmetry broken phase can be considered as Li¹⁺Ti⁴⁺Ti⁴⁺O₄⁻² but, as indicated above, the physical charges around large “Ti⁴⁺” and small “Ti⁴⁺” sites are rather similar within the relevant ionic radii [53]. The physical difference between the two Ti sublattices is reflected in bond length differences: the average Ti-O distances are 2.12 and 2.02 Å, respectively, for the two sublattices. We show below such wave-function amplitude for other intermediate band compounds studied here, proving localization and

![FIG. 4. Symmetry breaking leading to band gap opening in LiTi₂O₄. Band structure for LiTi₂O₄ computed using (a) PBE, (b) PBE+U, and (c) HSE calculations. PBE calculations predict nonmagnetic metal state, while the PBE+U and HSE calculations localize the charge density leading to the formation of occupied in gap “Ti⁺⁺” states and band gap opening. The resulting system is magnetic in both PBE+U and HSE calculations. Red and blue colors represent spin-up and spin-down components. The localization of charge density results in spontaneous lowering symmetry from space group (SG) = 227 to SG = 15. (d) Charge distribution around “Ti⁺⁺” and “Ti⁺⁺⁺” ions calculated by radial integration of charge density around corresponding Ti atoms. The inset shows in yellow the partial charge density computed over full Brillouin zone corresponding to the e-IB for PBE+U calculations. Li, O, and Ti atoms are marked by green, gray, and light blue, respectively. Ionic Ti radii [53] are shown in (d) as vertical dashed lines.](image-url)
symmetry breaking. In this way, we find many insulators with occupied intermediate bands, which satisfy conditions hole antidoping [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. From the found compounds, e.g., CeO$_2$-$x$, TiO$_2$-$x$, $A_1$CeO$_2$-$x$, and $A_1$TiO$_2$-$x$ ($A =$ alkali and alkaline earth metals), we select a few experimentally synthesized representative structures for illustration of the hole antidoping physics.

V. HOLE ANTIDOPING IN CeO$_2$-$x$ LOCALIZES THE CARRIER ON ONE OF THE Ce SUBLATTICES AND SHIFTS THE INTERMEDIATE BAND INTO THE PRINCIPAL CONDUCTION BAND

In-gap trapped electron states in undoped Ce$_2$O$_3$. Ce$_2$O$_3$ (SG $= 164$) is an antiferromagnetic insulator which attracted significant attention due to its role in catalysis [54,55]. Its properties (e.g., stability and band gap) have been a subject of detailed investigations by various groups [56–58]. Since the subject of this paper is antidoping, we briefly revisit the basic details on Ce$_2$O$_3$ electronic structure to demonstrate that it satisfies the inverse-design principles discussed in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). At the PBE level, the material is a false degenerate gapped metal with the Fermi level in the conduction band, while using the symmetry breaking XC functional results in band gap opening (the PBE+U band gap energy is 2.68 eV) with the formation of in-gap state containing 2$e$/f.u. trapped electrons localized on the two Ce atoms, as shown by the projected density of states [Fig. 5(a)] and wave function squared corresponding to the e-IB [Fig. 5(b)]. It should be noted that the population of the in-gap states for Ce$_2$O$_3$ and all other undoped materials discussed below is equal to the composition weighed DOS.

**Hole doping of Ce$_2$O$_3$ can be unreactive at low concentration.** Hole doping of an intermediate band can either (i) keep the carriers delocalized equally on all Ce atoms or (ii) break symmetry. Here, (ii) involves (a) energy lowering local association with placing wave-function amplitude on a specific Ce ion, as well as (b) energy raising atomic displacements (i.e., compressing equilibrium bonds). For low hole doping concentration in Ce$_2$O$_3$, the energy reduction (a) is smaller than the energy increase needed for breaking local symmetry (b), so no localization occurs according to PBE+U calculations—the Fermi level crosses the e-IB, and the resulted system is the metal with the partially occupied intermediate band. This case corresponds to unreactive doping and is shown in the example of 3$\times3$ $\times2$ Ce$_2$O$_3$ supercell doped by one hole [Fig. 5(a)].

**Concentrated hole doping of Ce$_2$O$_3$ moves the intermediate band towards the principal conduction band, resulting in symmetry breaking.** While it is understood that, in reality, ultrahigh doping may not be thermodynamically stable (see next paragraph), we use this to illustrate the full trajectory of antidoping. This step is the key to understand if the increase of dopant concentration can make the energy reduction due to hole localization the determining factor and result in the antidoping behavior. This is verified by the hypothetical case of ultra-high doping of Ce$_2$O$_3$—adding one hole per primitive cell moves part of the intermediate band to conduction band and makes the two Ce ions inequivalent (disproportionation [52]): one is Ce$^{3+}$-O$^{2-}$ with larger bond length of 2.42 Å, while the corresponding value for the smaller Ce$^{4+}$-O$^{2-}$ bond length is 2.32 Å. The resulting system still has the intermediate band occupied by 1$e$, which is mainly localized on the large Ce atom [Fig. 5(c)]. Further doping of the system makes the two Ce atoms structurally equivalent to each other and opens band gap—upon doping by 2$h$/f.u., the band gap energy of Ce$_2$O$_3$ increases from 2.68 to 2.82 eV, as seen in Fig. 5(a).

**Hole doping of Ce$_{11}$O$_{20}$ shifts the intermediate band towards the principal conduction band, resulting in band gap opening.** While the case of ultrahigh doping of Ce$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. 5) illustrates the full trajectory of antidoping, it may lead to structural instability. To further get the insight into the antidoping of CeO$_2$-$x$, we examine Ce$_{11}$O$_{20}$—the experimentally observed phase of reduced CeO$_2$ [59] consisting of structurally different Ce atoms. According to PBE+U calculations,
Ce$_{11}$O$_{20}$ is an insulator with PBE+$U$ band gap energy of 0.95 eV. Here, both the conduction band minimum and the intermediate band are composed of Ce-$f$ states [Fig. 6(a)]—the large “Ce$^{3+}$” ions determine the occupied intermediate band, while the contribution of small “Ce$^{4+}$” ions to the e-IB is negligible. This is also confirmed by the analysis of charge density corresponding to the e-IB suggesting localization of trapped electrons on four large Ce ions, as shown by yellow contours in Fig. 6(b). These results further illustrate the electronically distinct Ce ions with the average Ce$^{3+}$-$O^{2-}$ and Ce$^{4+}$-$O^{2-}$ bond lengths of $\sim$2.49 and $\sim$2.36 Å. Upon the $p$-type hole doping, the hole is localized on the large “Ce$^{3+}$” ions resulting in displacing a part the e-IB to the primary conduction band—each hole converts a large Ce to a small Ce atom, reducing the population of the in-gap state [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)]. Finally, when all reduced Ce atoms are converted (doping by 4h/f.u.), the local environment for different Ce atoms becomes similar (the average Ce-O bond length is $\sim$2.31 Å) and the band gap energy of the system increases from 0.95 to 2.52 eV. Thus these results suggest that $p$-type doping of the Ce-O materials family opens the possibility for unconventional control of materials properties extending the textbook understanding of doping physics/chemistry. Moreover, since the antidoping scenario explains the mechanism of band gap modulation independent on the specific chemical dopant, it allows developing a generic mechanism for modulation of electronic properties upon hole doping.

**VI. HOLE ANTIDOPING IN THE MAGNÉLI TiO$_{2-x}$ PHASES LOCALIZES THE CARRIER ON REDUCED Ti ATOMS SHIFTING THE INTERMEDIATE BAND INTO THE PRINCIPAL CONDUCTION BAND**

Electron-trapped intermediate band in undoped TiO$_{2-x}$. The TiO$_2$ morphs [i.e., anatase, rutile, and TiO$_2$(B)] are wide-gap insulators that have attracted significant attention in photocatalysis [60] and energy storage [61]. Although undoped TiO$_2$ does not have the in-gap trapped electron state, the compound can be reduced to Magnéli phases (Ti$_2$O$_{2-x}$)—a family of oxygen-deficient compounds. Similar to $e$-doped TiO$_2$ polymorphs [25,35,62–64], such phases exhibit the formation of in-gap trapped electron states localized on the reduced Ti atoms [63,64]. For instance, Ti$_2$O$_7$ [65] and Ti$_7$O$_{13}$ [66] are insulators with corresponding PBE+$U$ band gap energies of 1.77 and 1.81 eV and 2e/f.u. trapped electrons in the in-gap occupied state (Fig. 7). These results are also consistent with the structural analysis—Ti atoms in both structures have 6 nearest O atoms with the average Ti$^{3+}$-$O^{2-}$ and Ti$^{4+}$-$O^{2-}$ bond lengths of $\sim$2.12 and $\sim$2.02 Å, respectively.

Doped hole localizes on the reduced Ti atoms, moving the intermediate band to the conduction band. Similar to Ce$_{23}$, hole doping of Magnéli Ti$_{2-x}$ phases results in the localization of hole on reduced Ti atoms. Each hole changes one “Ti$^{3+}$” to “Ti$^{4+}$”, moving the corresponding states to the conduction band. At low doping concentration, this behavior can be seen as a change of the intensity of the e-IB, while for large dopant concentration of 2h/f.u. for which all reduced cations are converted, the band gap opening can be observed.

**FIG. 7.** $p$-type hole antidoping in Ti$_2$O$_7$. Magnéli phases. Density of states of (a) Ti$_2$O$_7$ and (b) Ti$_7$O$_{13}$ with different hole concentration ($\Delta q$). The band gap of the system (shown in silver) ranges from the highest occupied level to the bottom of the principal conduction band. The intermediate band is made of “Ti$^{3+}$” states. Adding 2h/f.u. converts reduced Ti ions, shifting the e-IB to the conduction band (depicted by the green arrow) and resulting in band gap opening.
Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$ are insulators with metals at the PBE level. According to PBE intermediate bands (shown in black), which are occupied by 2e/f.u. Doping by hole converts a single “Ti$^{3+}$” to “Ti$^{4+}$”, shifting a part of the intermediate band towards (depicted by the green arrow) the principal conduction band. Doping by a second hole further shifts the intermediate band into the principal conduction band. The band gap of the system (shown in silver) ranges from the highest occupied level to the bottom of the principal conduction band. The wave function squared of the IB computed over the Brillouin zone is shown in yellow for [(b) and (e)] the undoped case, indicating that it contains trapped electron on Ti sites (iso-surfaces localized around Ti atoms); the analogous plot for doping by the principal conduction band. The band gap energies of 1.64 and 1.94 eV [Figs.8(a) and 8(d)] are predicted to be degenerate gapped gap energies of 1.64 and 1.94 eV [Figs.8(a) and 8(d)], respectively.

As an illustration, the PBE+$U$ band gap energy of Ti$_2$O$_{13}$ increases from 1.81 to 2.31 eV upon doping by 2h/f.u. These changes are also reflected in structural changes—the fully doped system has the average Ti-O bond length of ∼2.01 Å similar for all Ti atoms. The conversion of reduced Ti atoms and band gap opening has been recently predicted in other O-deficient TiO$_2$ [63] upon hole doping confirming the universality of hole antidoping behavior in the reduced TiO$_{2-x}$ systems.

VII. HOLE ANTIDOPING IN Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ AND Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$

As an illustration, the PBE+$U$ band gap energy of Ti$_2$O$_{13}$ increases from 1.81 to 2.31 eV upon doping by 2h/f.u. These changes are also reflected in structural changes—the fully doped system has the average Ti-O bond length of ∼2.01 Å similar for all Ti atoms. The conversion of reduced Ti atoms and band gap opening has been recently predicted in other O-deficient TiO$_2$ [63] upon hole doping confirming the universality of hole antidoping behavior in the reduced TiO$_{2-x}$ systems.

Electron-trapped intermediate band in undoped Ba-Ti-O systems. While the CeO$_{2-x}$ and TiO$_{2-x}$ represent a form of reduced oxides, the existence of electronically distinct metal ions can also be observed in ternary compounds. To illustrate this behavior, we consider Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$, which have been discussed [67,68] as examples of mixed-valence compounds. Both compounds have the same weighted sum of FOS equal to +2 and are predicted to be degenerate gapped metals at the PBE level. According to PBE+$U$ calculations, Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$ are insulators with e-IBs and band gap energies of 1.64 and 1.94 eV [Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)], respectively. For both systems, the e-IBs are occupied by 2e/f.u. and localized on part of Ti sublattice [Figs. 8(b) and 8(e)] suggesting the existence of electronically different Ti ions, which can be correlated with the literature discussion on the mixed-valence states (i.e., “Ti$^{3+}$” and “Ti$^{4+}$”) in the compounds. This is also consistent with structural analysis—although each Ti has the same coordination number (each cation forms six bonds with neighboring O), structurally different Ti ions are observed. The average bond length for Ti$^{4+}$-O$^{2-}$ is ∼2.02 Å, while the corresponding value for Ti$^{3+}$-O$^{2-}$ bonds is ∼2.12 Å.

$p$-type hole doping moves the intermediate band associated with reduced atoms to the conduction band. Upon $p$-type doping of both Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$, as shown in Fig. 8, holes localize on “Ti$^{3+}$” ions moving the part of e-IB into the conduction band, thus clearly demonstrating hole antidoping. This is illustrated in the evolution of the projected density of states [Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)] and localization of wave function squared [Figs. 8(b), 8(c), 8(e), and 8(f)] corresponding to the in-gap states. Specifically, adding each hole reduces the population of in-gap states for both materials by 1e. However, the band gap opening is not observed until all reduced Ti atoms are converted. The fully doped Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$ systems (doping concentration of 2h/f.u.) have the PBE+$U$ band gap energies of 2.99 and 2.78 eV, respectively, which are noticeably larger than those for undoped systems. Hence, these results suggest that adding the holes to the compounds instead of providing free carriers and improving the electronic conductivity provide the opposite effect, which is attributed to the change of oxidation states of the reduced cations. This unusual system’s response to doping is also accompanied by structural changes—for the fully doped system, the average bond length for each Ti is in range of 1.99–2.02 Å, which is comparable to Ti$^{4+}$-O$^{2-}$ bond length in the undoped Ba$_2$Ti$_6$O$_{13}$ and Ba$_4$Ti$_{12}$O$_{27}$ systems. From a materials science perspective, the found antidoping behavior indicates that controllable hole doping can be used to achieve a target population of the e-IB for reaching desired functionality.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrated that compounds having (i) occupied intermediate bands, which are (ii) energetically separated from the principal bands, and (iii) contain trapped electrons made of cation orbitals with less positive FOS (e.g., Ce$^{3+}$/Ce$^{4+}$ or Ti$^{3+}$/Ti$^{4+}$) can exhibit the hole antidoping, i.e., a reactive transfer of intensity of the in-gap states in response to hole doping. The unique response to the doping is governed by local symmetry breaking, which becomes spontaneous when the energy lowering associated with placing wave-function amplitude on a specific metal ion is larger than energy raising due to atomic displacements (e.g., compressing equilibrium bonds) needed for hole localization. This effect is attributed to the ability of early transition and rare-earth metals to change the oxidation states upon doping. Notably, for all considered systems (i.e., CeO$_2$, TiO$_2$, Ba$_2$Ti$_4$O$_{13}$, and Ba$_3$Ti$_3$O$_{27}$), one hole oxidizes one reduced cation, which results in band gap opening (reduction of electronic conductivity) upon reaching the critical doping concentration. The discovered family of materials opens the possibility for unconventional control of their electronic properties upon $p$-type doping extending the textbook understanding of doping physics/chemistry, especially as the antidoping scenario explains the generic mechanism of band gap modulation independent of the specific chemical dopant. In principles, the phenomena can be verified by measuring the electronic conductivity with respect to hole doping as it has been demonstrated for electron antidoping of SmNiO$_3$ [9,10] or/and monitoring the reduction of the population of $e$-trapped IB (e.g., via photoemission spectroscopy) upon $p$-type doping as it is done for doping of various materials [69] and analysis of in-gap occupied states [70,71] in general.
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